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z = o Dear Mr. White:
The University of Kansas Center for Research, Inc. reports the following
work performed during the period 1 January 1974 to 31 January 1974.
1.0 CONTINUING STUDIES
"' 1.1 (Task 2.1.1 .2, 2.1.3.1, 2.1.3.2) Development of Catalogue for Radiometer
-r 1-4 Temperature Measurements Performed to Date.
r- cn Progress was made towards compilation of this catalogue. The estimated time
Sd . of publication of this report is sometime in March.
14 1.2 (Task 2.1.3.3) Study of Effects of Atmosphere Upon 5193 Rad/Scat Measurements.
) cOm Same as 1.1 (above).
,, * 1.3 (Task 2.1.1.5) Ground Truth Collection.
S:-4 W 9-track computer compatible tapes (NASA Product S061-1) have been
.z U14 received. Effort is under way to decommutate these tapes to extract spatial position
0 of targets so that pertinent ground truth can be examined.
SFootprints generated by the simulation program were plotted on 1:250,000
- U.S. Maps. The decommutation of meteorological information on magnetic tape
, o has been initiated.
fl t nc 1.4 Data Decommutation and Analysis.
: a The programs for decommutating S193 data have finally been debugged.
Data generated by in-house processing of raw S193 Radiometer and Scatterometer
PL data is being examined. Since the exact location of a target point over the
. -" ocean surface is not very critical to analysis, data for such passes is being processed.
2.0 REPORTS COMPLETED
There were no reports completed this month.
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3.0 SPECIAL ANALYSES
It seems that a misunderstanding existed in NASA's interpretation of the
preferences requested for S193 operation on this project. In a telephone conversa-
tion with Mr. Greg Barron of your office on November 28, 1973, the following
priorities for SL4 operation of the 5193 were indicated:
Priority 1 - CTC Roll Offset 29.40
Priority 2 - CTC Roll Offset 15.6
Priority 3 - CTC Roll Offset 40.1
The misunderstanding was cleared up by a telephone call and letter to
your office.
4.0 DATA RECEIVED
We are still awaiting a formal list of passes, times and products to be
expected on this project. Meanwhile, all possible data received from NASA is
being scanned for possible use on this project.
Sincerely,
Arun Sobti
Project Engineer
Remote Sensing Laboratory
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